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from the instructor. It is improper, for example, to analyze one sample in an experiment and covertly
“invent” data based on that single experiment for several more required analyses. The student must also
acknowledge reliance upon the actual source from which cited information was obtained. A writer should
not, for example, reproduce a quotation from a book review and indicate that the quotation was obtained

1. Student Code of Conduct

from the book itself.
3. Facilitating Academic Dishonesty
Students who knowingly of negligently allow their work to be used by other students or who otherwise aid

ACADEMIC INTEGRITY

others in academic dishonesty are violation academic integrity. Such students are as guilty of intellectual

Academic freedom is a fundamental right in any institution of higher learning. Honesty and integrity are

dishonesty as the student who receives the material even though they may not themselves benefit

necessary preconditions of this freedom. Academic integrity requires that all academic work be wholly the

academically from that dishonesty.

product of an identified individual or individuals. Joint efforts are legitimate only when the assistance of others

4. Plagiarism

is explicitly acknowledged. Ethical conduct is the obligation of every member of the University community, and

Plagiarism is the representation of the words or idea of another as one’s own in any academic exercise. To

breaches of academic integrity constitute serious offenses. Maintenance of the standards of academic honesty

avoid plagiarism, every direct quotation must be identified by quotation marks or by appropriate indentation

and the successful administration of this policy depend on the mutual cooperation of faculty and students.

and must be properly cited in the text or in a footnote. Acknowledgment is required when material from

Dissemination of the Academic Integrity Policy to all faculty, staff, and students will ensure that all members

another source stored in print, electronic or other medium is paraphrased or summarized in whole or in

of the community are informed about academic integrity. Faculty cooperation is essential for successful

part in one’s own words. To acknowledge a paraphrase properly, one might state: “to paraphrase Plato’s

application of the procedures defined by the Academic Integrity Policy. Faculty members can help promote

comment…”and conclude with a footnote identifying the exact reference. A footnote acknowledging only a

academic integrity by making clear on their syllabi their expectations concerning homework assignments,

directly quoted statement does not suffice to notify the reader of any preceding or succeeding paraphrased

collaborative student efforts, research papers, examinations, and the like. Efforts should be made to detect and

material. Information which is common knowledge such as names of leaders of prominent nations, basic

to prevent cheating and plagiarism in all academic assignments. If faculty members have evidence of academic

scientific laws, etc, need not be footnoted; however, all facts or information obtained in reading or research

dishonesty, they are expected to report such evidence promptly. Students must assume responsibility for

that are not common knowledge among students in the course must be acknowledged.

maintaining honesty in all work submitted for credit and in any other work designated by the instructor of the

In addition to materials specifically cited in the text, only materials that contribute to one’s general

course. Students are also expected to report incidents of academic dishonesty to the instructor or dean of the

understanding of the subject may be acknowledged in the bibliography. Plagiarism can, in some cases,

instructional unit. This policy seeks to demonstrate the University’s concern with academic dishonesty and to

be a subtle issue. Any questions about what constitutes plagiarism should be discussed with the faculty

guarantee a fair procedure for resolving complaints of academic dishonesty.

member.
5. Denying Others Access to Information or Material

VIOLATIONS OF ACADEMIC INTEGRITY

It is a violation of academic integrity to deny others access to scholarly resources, or to deliberately impede

The various ways in which academic honesty can be violated are discussed below. The comments and

the progress of another student or scholar. Examples of offense of this type include: giving other students

examples within each section provide explanations and illustrative material, but do not necessarily exhaust the

false or misleading information; making library material unavailable to others by stealing or defacing books

scope of these violations.

or journals, or by deliberately misplacing or destroying reserve materials; or altering computer files that

1. Cheating

belong to another.

Cheating is the use of inappropriate and unacknowledged materials, information, or study aids in any
academic exercise. The use of books, notes, calculators and conversation with others is restricted or
forbidden in certain academic exercises. Their use in these cases constitutes cheating. Similarly, students

ACADEMIC DISHONESTY OFFENSES AND SANCTIONS
Any violation of academic honesty is a serious offense and is therefore subject to an appropriate penalty.

must not request others (including commercial term paper companies) to conduct research or prepare any

Violations at Korea University are classified into four levels according to the nature of the infraction. For each

work for them, nor may they submit identical work or portions thereof for credit or honors more than once

level of violation a corresponding set of sanctions is recommended. Deans and Hearing Panels are not bound

without prior approval of the instructor.

by these illustrations, which are intended as general guidelines for the academic community. Since adherence

2. Fabrication

to a code of conduct can be seen as a function of socialization into the group whose norms are reflected in

Fabrication is the falsification or invention of any information or citation in an academic exercise. “Invented”

such a code, culpability may be assessed differentially for those with more and less experience as members

information may not be used in any laboratory experiment or other academic exercise without authorization

of the academic community. In the case of graduate students, all violations of the academic integrity code are
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judged as level four violations with separation from the University as the recommended penalty. Examples are

Notation of disciplinary probation will be placed on the student’s transcript and will remain for the period in

cited below for each level of violation. These examples, too, are illustrations and are not to be considered all-

which the sanction is in force. Records of students who commit Level Two offense will be maintained in the
Dean’s Office until graduation.

inclusive.

3. Level Three Violations
1. Level One Violations

Level Three violations are those that go beyond level one or two and that, in the opinion of the College

Level One violations may occur because of inexperience or lack of knowledge of principles of academic

Judicial Officer require adjudication at the University level. Level Three violations include dishonesty that

integrity on the part of persons committing the violation. These violations are likely to involve a small fraction

affects a major or essential portion of work done to meet course requirements, or involves premeditation,

of the total course word, are not extensive, and/or occur on a minor assignment. Cases involving Level

or is preceded by one or more violations at levels one and two. Cases involving Level Three violations are

One violations may be heard by discipline panels of the colleges and schools in Seoul. The following are

heard under the University Code of Student Conduct. Examples include:

examples:

A. Copying of midterms or final examinations.

A. Working with another student on a laboratory or homework assignment when such work is prohibited.

B. Plagiarizing major portions of a written assignment.

B. Failure to footnote or give proper acknowledgement in an extremely limited section of an assignment.

C. Action to facilitate copying during an exam.

Records of students who commit level one violations are listed below; one of these may be chosen in

D. Using Prohibited materials, e.g., books, noted, or calculators during an examination.

each case:

E. Collaboration before an exam to develop methods of exchanging information and implementation

(1)Required attendance in a non-credit workshop or seminar on ethics or related subjects.

thereof.

(2)An assigned paper or research project on a relevant topic.

F. Altering examinations for the purposes of regarding.

(3)A make-up assignment at a more difficult level than the original assignment.

G. Acquiring or distributing an examination from unauthorized sources prior to the examination.

(4)A recommendation to the instructor that no credit be given for the original assignment.

H. Presenting the work of another as one’s own.

(5)Records of students who commit Level One offense will be maintained in the respective Dean’s

I. Using purchases term paper or other materials.

Offices until graduation.
2. Level Two Violations
Level Two violations are characterized by dishonesty of a more serious character or which affects a more

J. Removing posted or reserved material, or preventing other students from having access to it.
K. Fabricating data by inventing or deliberately altering material (this includes citing “sources” that are not,
in fact, sources.)

significant aspect or portion of the course work. Cases involving Level Two violations may be heard by

L. Using unethical or improper means of acquiring data.

discipline panels of the college in which the student is a candidate for a degree, or, in the case of a student

M. The sanction typically to be sought for all Level Three violations or repeated violations of Level One and

who is not a candidate for a degree, by the disciplinary panel of such unit as will be assigned by the Dean at
the IIE. The following are examples:

Two offenses is a minimum of a one semester suspension from the university.
4. Level Four Violations

A. Quoting directly or paraphrasing, to a moderate extent, without acknowledging the source.

Level Four violations represent the most serious breaches of intellectual honesty. Such cases are heard

B. Submitting the same work or major portions thereof to satisfy the requirements of more than on

under the University Code of Student Conduct. Examples of Level Four violations include:

source without permission from the instructor.
C. Using data or interpretative material for a laboratory report without acknowledging the sources or the
collaborators. All contributors to preparation of data and/or to writing must be named.
D. Receiving assistance from others, such as research, statistical, computer programming, or field data
collection help that constitutes an essential element in the undertaking without acknowledging such
assistance in a paper, examination or project.

A. All academic infractions committed after return from suspension for a previous academic honesty
violation.
B. Infractions of academic honesty in ways similar to criminal activity (such as forging a grade form,
stealing an examination from a professor or from a university office; buying an examination; or falsifying
a transcript to secure entry into the university or change the record of work done at the university.)
C. Having a substitute take an examination or taking an examination for someone else.

The recommended sanction for Level Two violations is disciplinary probation. In cases of academic

D. Fabrication of evidence, falsification of evidence, falsification of data, quoting directly or paraphrasing

dishonesty involving out-of-class assignments, the panel may recommend a failing grade for the assignment

without acknowledging the source, and/or presenting the ideas of another as one’s own in a senior

involved and the grade in the course will be determined in the normal manner. However, cheating of a take-

thesis, in scholarly submitted to refereed journals, or in other work represented as one’s own as a ISC

home final examination would normally carry a recommended penalty that the faculty member fails the

student.

student in the course, as well as disciplinary probation.
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E. Sabotaging another student’s work through actions designed to prevent the student from successfully
completing an assignment.

2. Residence Hall Contract

F. Willful violation of a canon of the ethical code of the profession for which a graduate student is
preparing.

Students who live on campus must sign the Residence Hall Contract. The contract outlines the residential living

The typical sanction for all Level Four violations and a repeat infraction at level three is permanent expulsion

obligations of both you and the university.

from the university. Such cases are heard under the university Code of Student Conduct. Notation of

The contract is specific and legally binding for your entire tenure in the residence halls. Make sure you read the

“academic disciplinary separation” will be placed on a student’s transcript and remain permanently.

contract thoroughly before signing and ask for clarification if there is something you do not understand.
If you are required to live in the residence hall, and do not agree to abide by the Residence Hall Contract, you

CONSEQUENCES OF VIOLATING THE ACADEMIC INTEGRITY POLICY

will lose your assignment priority and you may be administratively withdrawn from the university.

Students committing acts of academic dishonesty not only face university censure but run a serious risk

The purpose of this document is to establish a mutual agreement between the each resident student and

of harming their future educational and employment opportunities. In addition to the notation for a specific

Korea University, with regard to living in University Residence Halls.

sanction placed on the student’s transcript and which remains for the term of the sanction, prospective
employers and other educational institutions frequently use recommendation forms that ask for judgment and

I. Agreement of Terms

comment on an individual’s moral or ethical behavior. Since such forms are sent with the permission of the
student, University faculty and administrators knowledgeable of academic dishonesty infractions are ethically

A. Under this agreement, the student is entitled to the privacy of the assigned room, (except as stated in II

bound to report such incidences. In all cases in which a grade of “F” is assigned for disciplinary reasons,

F), the use of public facilities of the residence hall, and the services rendered in order to pursue his/her

moreover, the “F” will remain on the student’s transcript, even if the course is retaken and a passing grade is

educational goals.

achieved.

B. This agreement whether submitted electronically with required advance payment or by mail with
appropriate signature(s) and required advance payment is effective from the University's acceptance of the

ADMINISTRATION OF THE ACADEMIC INTEGRITY POLICY
1. Committee on Student Conduct

application until the end of the semester of the use of residence hall. If the student withdraws from the
University and then re-enrolls during the agreement period, the agreement obligation will be reinstated.

The Committee on Student Conduct will be responsible for monitoring the Policy on Academic Integrity, and

The student must vacate the residence hall within 24 hours of withdrawal, release or termination of the

will serve as a hearing appeals board for all cases of academic dishonesty in the University. The committee

agreement, during a given semester.

shall meet at least once a semester.
2. Complaint Procedure
Evidence of academic dishonesty should initially be brought to the attention of the instructor or to the dean

C. Residents of University Residence Halls must be degree-seeking students registered for classes at Korea
University for each semester of occupancy. Any exceptions must be granted on an individual basis and
based on documented academic circumstances.

of the degree granting unit of his/her designate, but any member of the academic community may present

D. The University's acceptance of this agreement does NOT guarantee assignment to a particular type

evidence of academic dishonesty to the dean. If a student reports a breach of the policy, the instructor of

of accommodation, specific request or final admission to the University. It does establish priority for

the course is obliged to cooperate in undertaking an investigation. If a student (or students) from only one

residence hall assignment.

degree-granting unit is involved, the case will be assigned to the Dean at IIE, Korea University.

E. Semester room rent covers occupancy from the date and time designated for official opening until the

Any questions concerning the appropriate level of a particular offense should be referred to the Dean at IIE

date and time designated for official closing of the residence halls which will follow the last scheduled

who, in consultation will make a determination.

examination for each semester. Room rent does not cover occupancy during any vacation period or

Students may continue to participate in a course or research activities until the case has been adjudicated.

between semesters.		

Under no circumstances should a student be offered a choice of either dropping a course or facing

			

disciplinary action.

II. Conditions and Responsibilities of Residents

All disciplinary proceedings are confidential. Faculty members and students are cautioned not to discuss
cases of academic dishonesty outside of the legitimate hearings prescribed by the policy.

A. Occupancy of rooms is only by students to whom the room is assigned. Rooms may not be sublet to
another person. Room transfer may be made only after receiving written approval from the University
Residence Life Office and with a 30,000 KRW administrative charge. A guest may not be accommodated
at no time.
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B. Students are responsible for care of rooms and equipment. The University provides no janitorial service

III. Rules and Regulations

in student rooms. Charges may be made for damages to, unauthorized use of, or alterations to rooms,
equipment or buildings and for special cleaning necessitated by improper care of rooms or equipment.

Violations of the Residence Hall Rules and Regulations may result in university disciplinary action.			

Students are jointly responsible for care of public areas and equipment. Public areas are defined as those
areas available for use by all students living on a wing, a floor or within a hall. Charges for damages to
public areas and equipment may be made to all students assigned to separate wings, floors or within
entire halls as appropriate.
C. Students are responsible for knowing and observing University regulations and procedures. The University
reserves the right to make other rules and regulations as in its judgment may be necessary for the safety,
care and cleanliness of the premises and for the preservation of order. The student agrees to abide by all
additional rules and regulations that are adopted.

A. Escort and Guest
1) No person may enter a hall or living unit in which they do not live without an escort who is a resident of
that hall or living unit. Guests of residents must be escorted at all times within the residence halls.
2) Residents are responsible for the behavior of their guests while guests are on residence hall grounds.
B. Activities Resulting in Disturbance, Distress, or Damage
1) Individual or group activities that result in distress or disturbance to others are prohibited. Individual or
group activities that can cause damage or destruction to property are also prohibited. Types of behavior

D. The University is not liable for damage or loss of personal property, failure or interruption of utilities,

that fall into this category include but are not limited to hall sports, hallway disruptions, smoking in

or unforeseen accidents/injuries. The University only provides liability for damages or injuries caused

nonsmoking designated areas, unsanitary conditions, pranks, use of water guns, and placing trash in

by negligence on the part of the University or its employees while working within the scope of their

public areas.

employment.
E. Telephone service in the residence hall is limited. Each room has one telephone connected to a central
switchboard that only accommodates incoming calls. There are several pay phones for student use in the
Residence Hall complex.ㄱ
F. Authorized University personnel may enter student rooms for normal inspection and maintenance

2) Using or attempting to use university property in a manner inconsistent with its designated purpose is
prohibited.
3) Writing offensive and/or inappropriate language or symbols on dry erase boards, walks, or other areas
frequented by the public is prohibited.			
C. Room Responsibility

purposes. The student's personal property is not subject to search without express approval of the student

1) Residents are responsible for any activities or damages that occur in rooms to which they have been

except when a reasonable belief exists that the room is being used for a purpose which is illegal or which

assigned when it can be reasonably shown that the residents knew or should have known that the

would otherwise seriously interfere with discipline and/or personal safety.

inappropriate activity or damage occurred. This includes activities or damages caused by guests of

G. Room assignments may at any time be changed, canceled or terminated by the University in the interests

residents.

of order, health, discipline, maximum utilization of facilities or disaster after notice to the assignee as

2) Residents or guests who are present in a residence hall room and know that a violation(s) is/are

is practical. Disregard for the rights, responsibilities and duties of others, as well as the creation of

occurring will be deemed complicit in the activity unless the person has immediately reported the

circumstances which could jeopardize life, limb or property, are conditions which are not acceptable in

situation to a university official and/or has left the room upon discovering the violation.

University residence life and may be cause for termination of the Residence Hall Contract.
H. You may NOT possess within the residence halls: firearms, fireworks or any materials that may be

3) Painting or furniture modification, including the possession of public-area furniture in individual rooms, is
prohibited.

hazardous to the health or safety of other occupants of the building, motorcycles, waterbeds, weights,

4) Personal furniture and other belongings are prohibited from being stored in public areas.

drums, amplified instruments, pets, open flame elements or refrigerators in addition to those already

5) Modification of permanent wiring within a hall or living unit is prohibited.

provided. Bicycles may be stored in student rooms ONLY if permission is granted by the roommate in

6) Window screens must be secured at all times. Residents may be charged a replacement fee.

advance.

7) Room doors must be kept free of flammable materials, particularly loose paper. Doors should not be

I. Visitors of the same gender ONLY are permitted in the residents' rooms and their floors. Visitation hours
are from 08:00am until 10:00pm. Guests are only permitted after signing in at the front desk. They must
also sign out before departure. Residents are responsible for the behavior of their guests, and bear all
consequences of the violation of the Hall's regulations. No mixed gender visitations in the residents'
rooms are permitted under any circumstances and at any time.
J. Students shall not pursue any business in their room or on the premises.

wrapped or covered with flammable materials.
8) Displays and/or decorations of paper, dried vegetation, corrugated cardboard, or light plastics that cannot
be flame proofed are prohibited.
9) Electrical outlets must be appropriately used, and electronic equipment (computers, stereos, televisions,
hair dryers, etc.) must not overload circuits, be left unattended, or be improperly wired to create a safety
hazard.
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10) Residents must not operate a commercial business from their rooms or from any part of the residence
halls.
11) Decorations must not overload electrical circuits and, if appropriate, must be fireproofed in accordance
with environmental health and safety standards.
12) Residents must have proper administrative approval to move from their assigned residence hall room
to another residence hall room.
13) Occupying residence hall space outside the contract period is prohibited. This includes failure to vacate
the residence halls when they are closed.			
D. Keys
1) All residence hall room keys and key cards are the property of Korea University and may not be loaned
or duplicated by residents.
2) Lost keys or key cards must be reported immediately to residence hall staff. Found keys or key cards
must be given immediately to residence hall staff at the center desk.
3) Residents must return room keys or key cards upon checking out of the residence hall. Failure to do so
could result in a monetary charge.
4) Residents are expected to be responsible for their keys or key cards at all times. While residence hall
staff will unlock a resident's room door when the resident loses or forgets his or her key or key card,
residents who abuse this service are in violation of residence hall rules.
E. Prohibited and Restricted Items
For health, safety, and insurance liability reasons, residents are prohibited from having the following items

discrimination, coercion, and threat.
2) Sexual harassment, racial harassment, and harassment based on sexual orientation are prohibited.
G. Smoking
1) All areas of all residence halls are tobacco-smoke-free (nonsmoking) areas.
H. Fire Equipment and Safety
1) Tampering with any fire-fighting equipment, including, but not limited to, fire alarms, fire extinguishers,
fire hoses, exit lights, smoke detectors, and sprinkler systems is prohibited.
2) Propping fire doors or outside doors of residence halls is prohibited.
3) Unauthorized entry to areas of residence halls, including, but not limited to, roofs, window ledges,
balconies, offices, and dining halls is prohibited.
4) Failing to vacate the residence hall when directed to do so by residence hall staff, emergency staff, or
the sounding of a fire/smoke alarm is prohibited.
5) Improper use of kitchen/cooking facilities is prohibited.
6) Throwing items or shining lasers from residence hall windows is prohibited.
7) Blocking hallways with personal items is prohibited.				
I. Dining Hall
1) Misusing a residence life meal plan card for dining hall purposes is prohibited. Meal plan cards are not
to be used by anyone except the ID card owner.
2) Reusable tableware (china, glass, silverware and trays) are not to be removed from the dining area
without permission of a dining supervisor.

in their rooms:

3) Nothing is to be thrown anywhere in the dining area.

1) Flammable liquids and other similar materials, except for sealed containers not exceeding eight-ounce

4) Patrons are to remove their trays, table service, and/or trash to the designated area

capacity.

J. Unit Disciplinary Action

2) Open-coil appliances and heaters, including, but not limited to, immersion coils, pottery water-warmers,

1) Damage to public areas and furnishings within a residence hall is considered to be the responsibility of

ovens, hot plates, stoves, exposed burners (including popcorn poppers without self-contained heating

the residents of that building, unit, or floor. If individuals responsible for damage cannot be identified,

units), and large power tools.

the residents of the building, unit, or floor will become collectively responsible for the cost of repair and/

3) Fire/open flame materials or high-heat producing devices, including, but not limited to, lit candles,
incense, incense burners, halogen lights and lamps, camping stoves, fireworks, charcoal grills, and
sunlamps.
4) Antennas or wires extending outside room windows.

or replacement.
2) In situations where the damages are extreme or repetitive and/or the unit is severely disruptive, the
building, floor, or unit may be disbanded and the residents reassigned to other residence halls.
K. Alcohol Use

5) Firearms or other weapons.

The use of alcoholic beverages and smoking is prohibited inside the residence halls. (including residence

6) Alcoholic beverages.

rooms)		

7) Illegal drugs.
8) Mopeds, motorcycles, and other similar vehicles. Bicycles may not be kept in hallways, stairwells, or
public areas inside the residence halls.
9) Animals, including birds, laboratory specimens, and guest's pets.				
F. Rights and Freedoms
1) Actions that infringe generally upon the rights and freedoms of other students are prohibited, regardless
of the intention behind the actions. Such actions include, but are not limited to, harassment, intimidation,
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L. Payment of Residence Hall Fees
If residence hall fees due remain outstanding after 5pm of the due date, which will be notified for each
semester, a 30,000 KRW late fee shall be payable. The application of this late fee shall be strictly enforced.
The Residential Life reserves the right to take disciplinary action if payments are not made in accordance
with the schedule.			
M. Disciplinary Actions
If you are charged with violating residential regulations, some disciplinary actions are as follows:
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- An oral warning and/or a written warning from a resident assistant.
- Residential probation for a specified period of time up to one year.
- Termination of your residential contract. If the disciplinary action is to terminate your contract, you will be
notified within 10 days and given 24 hours in which to vacate your room.
- Certain violations can result in immediate termination of your residential contract. These include assault
on another person, possession of a dangerous weapon, dealing in or use of illegal substances, misuse of
fire equipment, thefts and burglaries, possession of fireworks or other explosives, damage, vandalism,
disruptive behavior, disorderly conduct, any other conduct threatening or endangering physical health or
safety of others, noise violations, noncompliance with a directive, or not cooperating with Residence Life
staff who are performing their duties.
-Transcript requests will not be honored for anyone whose residence contract is terminated as a
disciplinary action.
			

IV. Payments and Refund Policy Statement -Please refer to the IIE refund Policy
Please note that violations of the provisions of these regulations are subject to disciplinary action, the
jurisdiction of which belongs to the disciplinary committee of the International Summer Campus.
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